
Save Forest Lake
We, the undersigned, as citizens of the North Country of New Hampshire, are opposed to the 
creation of a garbage landfill by Casella Waste Systems and NCES abutting Forest Lake in 
Dalton, NH.

The location of the proposed landfill fails to meet the criteria, as set forth in NH Solid Waste 
Administrative Rules, Section 149-M:1: to protect human health, to preserve the natural 
environment, and to conserve precious and dwindling natural resources through the proper and 
integrated management of solid waste.

A garbage landfill at this location would unduly interfere with the orderly development of the 
region. The North Country relies heavily on its scenic character and unspoiled beauty, and it is 
our intent to protect those natural resources which would be negatively impacted by this 
development. This would include the 397 acre Forest Lake State Park, Burns Pond, and 
Alderbrook, as well as the Johns, Connecticut, and Ammonoosuc Rivers.
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1. Nikki T Whitefield, NH This proposed site is my “home”. It is a wonderful natural
environment that has the potential to be poisoned by the
landfill leaving all surrounding areas and residents
negatively impacted for generations environmentally and
financially.

2. Kelly r Cranston, RI This lake is what is amazing about the white mountains it’s
peacful and private and needs to stay that way!

3. Melissa M Cranston, RI
4. Jeffrey D Stratham, NH Forest lake is a north country gem. Don’t ruin it forever by

polluting with a landfill right next to it.
5. Denise L Cranston, RI
6. Jenna S Manchester, NH I own property on Forest Lake and this would cause a huge

impact to our home.
7. Michael W Littleton, NH Generally, the economy of Northern NH is deeply centered

on tourism that appreciates our natural beauty and pristine
vistas. As a native of Littleton and a property owner at Forest
Lake, I find it unacceptable to jeopardize the ecology of this
unique and critically important asset. God isn’t making new
lakes in this region and we should all fiercely protect these
natural beauties for generations to come.

8. Kevin G Manchester, NH Our natural resources are not appreciate enough and
projects like this are to often getting pushed through against
the will of the people who are impacted. Find a better place
and listed to those impacted directly by these actions and do
not allow this.

9. Virgil P Winnipeg, ca
10. Mark S Scotland, gb
11. Tracy S Dalton, NH I live in Dalton, NH.
12. Peggy D Bethlehem, NH We don’t want or need a dump in our beautiful

neighborhood. Casella already has one in Bethlehem and I
see no need for another. We don’t want to smell a dump.
There will be birds making a mess everywhere. Our water
will be polluted. It’s too beautiful an area to ruin it. Casella is
greedy. They don’t care about our area or anyone. Not even
their employees. There are health issues that residents will
have from this nasty dump. Not to mention our future
generations. This is a bad idea and will only help Casella fill
their pockets more. A lot of the trash is from out of state.
They can’t expand anymore at the Bethlehem site so they
want to ruin more beautiful land. Please don’t allow the
greed of Casella to build another dump here!

13. KimJ M Peterboro, gb
14. Jessica K KAILUA KONA, HI

Name From Comments
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Name From
15. ken l Toronto, ca
16. Conor R Cranston, RI
17. Carrie G Sedalia, CO
18. Kelly W Coventry, RI
19. Robert G Littleton, NH

20. Alaine P Lunenburg, VT
21. rana a beirut, lb
22. Lolly I Cranston, RI
23. Karen P Manchester, NH
24. Nancy R Cranston, RI
25. Nicole D Weare, NH

26. Diane W Manchester, NH

28. Laurie M Hudson, MA
29. Pamela M Merrimack, NH
30. Kelley L Manchester, NH
31. Kerri W Ellsworth, ME

32. Aida S Burrillville, RI
33. Cristina R Cumberland, RI
34. Sue I Hancock, ME

35. Diane P South China, ME
36. mauricio c santiago, cl
37. Annette C sugarhill, NH
38. Lilia S Pickering, ca
39. Barbara P Littleton, NH
40. Charlotte I Littleton, NH
41. dorothy h Littleton, NH

42. Dave S Manchester, NH
43. Lori B Dalton, NH
44. Ernie H Dalton, NH

Comments

Preservation of natural resources and property valie

The landfill is adjacent to wetlands that drain into Forest 
Lake and Burns Pond. I live in the area and also have a 
house on Forest Lake. This is just a dangerous idea.

Preserving the natural beauty of the lake.
It’s a beautiful lake. Dozens of families have generations of 
wonderful memories!!!
My family has spent 70 years on this clean clear lake. Please 
help us to continue to enjoy

Because my family has a camp on forest lake for the last 
65+ years

The lake needs to be protected from any kind of pollution. A 
landfill near any body of water is a disaster waiting to 
happen
Family have a camp on Forest Lake

again northern NH is fighting to protect its natural assets!

Forest Lake should be recognised as an historical landmark 
not a trashsite. Don't destroy beautiful land uplift it.
Love this lake and I’d hate to have a landfill right behind it.

Please do not destroy out livelihoods. The natural beauty, 
human and animals need to be protected from this 
contamination. Contamination will happen; it is not IF; but 
when :( .. Please stop this from happening.
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Name From Comments
45. Julie L Madison, IN
46. Amanda S Cornwall, gb
47. Michele C Whitefield, NH I have been swimming, fishing and boating on Forest Lake

for 30 years, I want to continue to enjoy the lake as it is.
48. Michelle S Dalton, NH
49. Dana H lancaster, NH My kids love this place! Please save it!!!
50. Paulo R Toronto, ca
51. Erika J Whitefield, NH
52. Michael F BRONX, NY
54. John B LANCASTER, NH
55. Darlene D LANCASTER, NH
56. Sara M Dalton, NH This would cause adverse effects to water systems from

here to CT!
57. Jordan R Whitefield, NH
58. tim E Leusden, nl Angel Care
59. Susan N Whitefield, NH To have a stinky landfill out there would be so heartbreaking.

My children grew up on that lake and we would go out there
in the eveninings for swim time and cookouts. PLEASE!!!!!
With all of the other available properties out there dont go
here to do damage.

60. Jocelyne B Lancaster, NH
61. D P Derry, NH I grew up in the north country and having this landfill next

door is disgusting!
62. Jodi C Bethlehem, NH I live in Bethlehem and have seen how casella operates.

Sneaky. Our town smells and water is undrinkable.
63. Erin W Denver, CO This is my family home! Please don't turn it into a dump

site!!!!!
64. Lawrence Michael

B
Whitefield, NH Our family him looks at Dalton Mtn. At Forest Lake. We have

had this summer home since 1962, and it is now a home I
share with my three sisters 52 weeks yearly

65. Gary G Denton, TX Forest Lake State Park and Burns Pond are treasured by
thousands and thousands of local folks and luck visitors
from around the nation. We must protect these fragile lakes
from the eventual pollution from the proposed landfill in
Dalton. This outrageous assault on our environment and
traditions must be halted immediately. Count me in!

66. Alexa F Littleton, CO Friends home is next to it
67. Bailey W Denver, CO This is the lake my little brother and I grew up on from the

time we were born until today. We love that lake and the
beauty that it gives to us and our family.

68. Connie B Harrisville, NH
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Name From Comments
69. Sarah H Modesto, CA This is such a beautiful place, no need to dump other's trash

here.
70. Libbie W Whitefield, NH The lake is beautiful and I don’t want the beauty disturbed.
71. Kimberly M Englewood, CO
72. Elise O Valparaiso, IN Family owns property, and the value would be greatly

affected.
73. Jeri C Littleton, CO The adverse effects of home owners and property values.
74. Joslin H Littleton, CO
75. attilio p san pietro al tanagro,

it
76. Rebecca R Whitefield, NH We moved to this town to get AWAY from pollution and dirty

politics. We will absolutely have to leave Whitefield if this
plan goes through.

77. Spencer B Powder Springs, GA Family has a house on the lake.
78. Kara S Littleton, NH I grew up swimming, having bbq's, picnics and family time at

Forest Lake. So did my parents generation. So have my
children. I couldn't imagine my grandchildren not having this
experience. It's one of the main bonuses of north country
living.

79. Greg C Las Cruces, NM I grew up in Bethlehem and spent much time at Forest Lake
both woth family and as i got to driving age going on my
own. It makes no sense to risk this beautiful resource.

80. Mary & John P Bethlehem, NH We can not let big business spoil the environment
81. Frédéric V Nice, fr
82. Maria N Randolph, NH I am a citizen of the north country and my family and I

recreate often at beautiful Forest Lake. I am also a wildlife
biologist- and as a natural resources professional I am
sickened by the possibilities of negative impact on this
amazing natural area that is such a valued resource.

83. Jennifer B Rindge, NH Myself and my family have owned houses for more than 100
years on Forest Lake and we spend all our summers there.
Many generations of our children have grown up at the lake.
The devastation this landfill will bring is unimaginable and I
will fight tooth and nail to see it DENIED!!!

84. Lindsay H Alton, NH I grew up with close family friends on this lake and I can’t
even begin to explain the cherisable memories I made
throughout my childhood and adolescence years. I learned
how to swim at this lake, cookouts after cookouts where we
laughed and conversed for hours on end, fishing off the dock
as a little one with my childhood best friend, cleaning up the
lake at the end of every summer, endless sleepovers, late
night fires, get togethers where we caught up with people we
hadn’t seen in years, baseball games where several kiddos
and adults joined in! This lake is not just a body of water, but
(continues on next page)
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Name From
84. Lindsay H Alton, NH

85. Crystal M Littleton, NH
86. Jeanne H Weston, FL

87. Lisa H Littleton, NH
88. Justin N Bethlehem, NH
89. Kathy B Littleton, NH

90. Katie p Littleton, NH

91. Liss W NH
92. Sarah G Northwood, NH

93. mercedes s Strafford, NH
94. Lisa R Littleton, NH

95. Kelley P Littleton, NH

96. Vickie K Littleton, NH
97. Ronda M Whitefield, NH

98. patti t New Hampton, NH
99. Jennifer B Whitefield, NH
100. Kelly C Lancasater, NH
101. Trudy L Maynard, MA

Comments
(continued from previous page)
a home ground for many people that have become family to 
me. It’s a special place for not just me, but for others who 
have created similar memories within their own home fronts!
I go to the lake and have a great time for
Forrest lake is a beautiful lake with views of the white 
mountains. Don’t destroy it! It is a shame the property is not 
taken care of like it use to be but the lake still stands 
majectic and pristine.
We don’t need it

Have property there, value decreases and the smell would 
be offensive.
Not many lakes thats close to our home around here i like to 
take my children, forrest lake is one of our favorites, please 
dont ruin whats left of its beauty with this landfill. So many 
amazing memories i have from growing up there and now 
made with my children.. Would be so devastating to not be 
able to spend our summers there bc of the smell and 
whatever else this would bring.

All of my best childhood memories are at this lake at my 
camp with my family. I look forward to bringing my children 
there to have their best memories. Unplugged and being in 
the moment of what really matters, where it really matters in 
nature

Because its a family style lake we grew up on would be sad 
to see it leave no other lake than forest lake plus its only 
miles to home for a summer hot swim
Please save forest lake!!!!
Many family generations have owned a home in forest lake 
as well as enjoyed the public’s beach part of it every 
summer.
For the future of families and wildlife save this lake!

Forest Lake is an important part of our beautiful landscape. 
Don't trash it!

I spent so many summers here. This area can not be 
destroyed!
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Name From Comments
102. Nicole K Lisbon, NH I have been going here for picnics with my family for years!

We have family reunions there.
103. Nickle P Littleton, NH Love fishing there and spentand still spend so many

summers there having fun!
104. John Stanley J Bethlehem, NH Forest lake is a free family beach/swimming area for locals

who dont have alot of options up here. If this lake was
uninhabitable, it would cripple the north country.

105. Laura B Dalton, NH I have grown up here my whole life. Going back many years
ago. This landfill will ruin everything. Please don’t let them
do this to our beautiful mountains. 
Sincerely 
Laura Bailey

106. Ellen A Littleton, NH I live on forest lake in the summer
107. Andrew L Littleton, NH Not a good place for a landfill
108. Kristi B Littleton, NH This is such a nice beach. I used to take my girls when they

were young. It is so sandy and shallow, you didn't have to
worry about drop offs in the water. There is no whete else in
the area like Forest Lake.

109. Dennis B Dalton, NH
110. Marion P Littleton, NH Beautiful part of NH. Hate to see it ruined by a landfill of

garbage so close.
111. Tracie S Potsdam, NY Forest lake holds many great childhood memories for me

and my family
112. Paula S Brighton, MI
113. Sue P Littleton, NH Having a landfill near Forest Lake would destroy a beautiful

lake. Many family memories there and we continue to utilize
the lake. This is a very bad idea.

114. Alexa N Littleton, NH Forest Lake is a beautiful place with great scenery, I have
grown up there with family and friends amd continue to go
there and I DO NOT wanna smell nasty garbage as im trying
to enjoy the outdoors, as it will just ruin the fresh air!!

115. Genevieve M Littleton, NH
116. Ali K Bethlehem, NH
117. Dylan K Vermilion, OH Growing up in NH forest lake was always one of my favorite

places to go!
118. Madison P Littleton, NH Environmental issues need to be stopped before it’s too late
119. Devin N Lincoln, NH
120. Katelynn P Littleton, NH Cuz I swim there
121. Nina W Bethlehem, NH A landfill next to a water source is illogical.
122. Mackenzie F Bethlehem, NH Forrest lake is a beautiful park with clean water to swim fish

BBQ holds birthday parties and all sorts of fun
123. Johanna P Easton, NH
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Name From Comments
124. James D Whitefield, NH We can do better with our lands and resources
125. Tia F Littleton, NH I have many fond memories of Forest Lake as a child, I'm

sure many people who grew up in the area do as well. These
memories should not go from swimming, nature, cookouts,
family outings, and fun to garbage, gross, destructive, and
unhealthy. Save what we love about where we live!

126. Katie F Gorham, ME I grew up driving from Maine to see forest lake year round
127. Karla H Lisbon, NH
128. Sarah B Littleton, NH
129. louis d lincoln, NH The location of the proposed landfill fails to meet the criteria,

as set forth in NH Solid Waste Administrative Rules, Section
149-M:1: to protect human health, to preserve the natural
environment, and to conserve precious and dwindling
natural resources through the proper and integrated
management of solid waste.

130. Caleb G Littleton, NH
131. Kiana N Littleton, NH my family camps here every year and it's important to

preserve the integrity of the environment
132. Norman L Lisbon, NH
133. Keifer M Littleton, NH NH is my home and I don’t want to see it or it’s beautiful

lakes and scenery destroyed by turning it into a landfill.. find
somewhere else to dump your waste..

134. Korynn N Littleton, NH Family camp on the lake for generations.
135. jasmine d whitefield, NH whitefield is my hometown and the heart of our white

mountains. it would be unfortunate for our town to accept
this proposal.

136. Keauna W Bethlehem, NH
137. William K Bethlehem, NH
138. Brody B Plymouth, NH Home is within 5 miles and I fish it
139. Sally F Bethlehem, NH NH lakes and streams cannot be sacrificed to accommodate

construction of a landfill.
140. Tyler C Littleton, NH
141. Nicholas G Bretton Woods, NH
142. Nicole C Colebrook, NH Family tradition, grew up taking the kids and it's just a

horrible thought. There has to be another way, period.
143. Nicholas D Lancaster, NH It’s a state park with a nice fishery no need for air pollution

and ground pollution
144. Ellen R Bethlehem, NH
145. Terri R Littleton, NH We live 5 miles from Forest Lake. It has been a family

destination since I was a baby and my child has grown up
going there daily during the summer & winter ice fishing.

146. Peter C Sugar Hill, NH
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Name From
147. Jessica W Norton, MA
148. James R Bellingham, MA
149. Isaac C Littleton, NH

150. Kora F Lisbon, NH
151. Anona H Waterford, VT
152. Jimmy M Bethlehem, NH

153. jonathan r litchfield, NH
154. Amy D Whitefield, NH
155. Matt H Littleton, NH
156. John G Littleton, NH
157. Cameron B Whitefield, NH
158. Judy D Whitefield, NH
159. Dan B Bethlehem, NH
160. Cathy R Norfolk, MA
161. Parker M Franconia, NH
162. Brian W Bethlehem, NH
163. Ashley W Bethlehem, NH
164. Nicholas N littleton, NH
165. Jason G Whitefield, NH
166. Laura R Dalton, NH

167. Nick F Littleton, NH
168. Christy R Bethlehem, NH
169. Karin A Whitefield, NH
170. Traci W Dalton, NH
171. Kayla H Bostkn, MA
172. Ronda Lee R Dalton, NH

173. Julie B Whitefield, NH

Comments
I vacation there!

The planet can live without humans. Humans cant live 
without the planet.
It’s always a fun place for my family to spend time at.

There are healthier ways of disposing waste

Forest Lake is our summertime oasis!
Take your landfill and shove it!

My family frequents this lake and are concerned about it 
being contaminated.

This lake and the water ways effected by the the dumping of 
Vermont trash in NH will impact our state and environment 
as well as the tourist business. This park has been open 
since 1935. It has been enjoyed and had memories built by 
both residents of the area and tourists. Save God's Country 
and our property values.
Basically it’s in my front yard
Our property is not worth much
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Name From
174. Ronald M Pelham, NH
175. Phyllis B Bethlehem, NH

176. Cathy M Littleton, NH

177. Sara B Littleton, NH
178. Candice C Seminole, FL

179. Meridith A Whitefield, NH
180. Priscilla D Jefferson, NH

181. Alyssa C Littleton, NH
182. Renny D Jefferson, NH

183. Linda R Whitefield, NH
184. Nancy G Whitefield, NH
185. Linda L Bath, NH
186. Quinn S Bath, NH
187. Tammy T Littleton, NH
188. Karen F Bath, NH
189. Tamara Z Gundelfingen a. d.

Donau, de
190. Thomas C DERRY, NH
191. Nicole L Sandown, NH

192. Catherine A Whitefield, NH
193. Sarah P Berlin, NH

194. Madeleine H Wrangell, AK

195. Katherine H Franconia, NH

Comments
Run off into lake
There is a huge impact in Bethlehem with solid waste. Forest 
Lake is a small treasure that should not shoulder the waste 
from other people’s trash hundreds of miles away! No!!!!
This has always been a family gathering spot. Great place 
for smaller children. Dont need to take something else away 
from the kids
This is a beautiful site and should not be ruined like ths..
The White Mountains and surrounding communities are my 
vacation spot. I don't want my paradise ruined.
This is my home and where we swim
This is a concerning matter of polution to the land and water 
and how it will affect us from preserving nature, wildlife and 
water ways.

There are already far too many contaminated water supplies 
in the Hampshire.
Family area

My kids love going here!!

WHY destroy a beautiful natural lake for trash? Not to 
mention the terrible impact to the surrounding community. 
Control the trash, don’t expand

Please save this pristine lake so kayakers like myself can 
enjoy it's beauty
I grew up in the white mountains and living near the original 
cassella dump. I have seen them fight to expand their dump 
that leaches into our water systems and drinking water. To 
see them propose building another dump by a lake that me 
and many others enjoy(ed their summers in hurts my heart 
and I do not support cassella.
Casella is taking advantage of a rural area, and not for the 
first time, but the second time. We cannot stand for this and 
we have to fight for our beautiful area. I grew up in Franconia 
and now I live and work in Boston, but my love for the area
(continues on next page)
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Name From Comments
195. Katherine H Franconia, NH (continued from previous page)

has not wavered at all, just like so many others. This dump
will damage our land, our waterways, and the area that so
many people call home and enjoy. Say no to the dump.

196. Jen D Dalton, NH
197. MmAway M LA MESA, CA Signed, but please give to directed OFFICIALS 

Thank you I understand needs to be CLEAR, but with
signatures maybe you might be able to change who it goes
to. I was taught.

198. nick r manchester, gb
199. Irene O Bethlehem, NH It's a beautiful lake in the middle of the mountains. Attracts

many tourist.
200. Mike H Yarmouthport, MA I believe in the preservation of natural resources and spaces
201. Lucy G Franconia, NH There should not be a multi-state landfill near Forest Lake.
202. Tesaira R Windham, ME Because our wastw managment needs to be taken care of

differently
203. Nathan D CHICAGO, IL
204. Dan L Newry, ME I used to live in Franconia and the area deserves better than

this!
205. Dominic V Bethlehem, NH When are we going to put the land and environment first

when we depend on it so much? Does the White Mountains
area really need another landfill to ruin its health and
beauty?

206. Rachel A Dalton, NH
207. Jennifer W Pensacola, FL
208. Gretchen H Littleton, NH #1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. In addition, the North

Country relies heavily on Tourism and it's untouched beauty.
There is a Casella landfill a few miles from the proposed
location, one is enough!!

209. Steven G Toledo, OH Landfilling is bad. Clean other countries burn the trash.
210. Dottie S St. Petersburg, FL
211. Brenna F Lisbon, NH
212. babis T Littleton, NH, NH Landfill will seep into the environment.
213. Dave P Lyndonville, VT
214. Kris P Littleton, NH I live in Littleton and strongly oppose this gross misuse of

our land. So many places in the world would kill to have the
beautiful environment we enjoy here in the North Country -
so why are we doing our best to destroy it with projects like
this?

215. Margaret P Whitefield, NH This landfill site is too close to Forest Lake, a pristine lake
with lots of wildlife. Another reason is the traffic will be
ridiculous. Casella says about 90 trucks a day, but in reality
(continues on next page)
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Name From Comments
215. Margaret P Whitefield, NH (continued from previous page)

it will be double that considering full trucks coming to the
landfill and 90 trucks leaving.

216. Helen H Dalton, NH I use Forest Lake and have friends with homes on both
Forest Lake and Burns Pond. My husband and I have strong
allergies to diesel smoke and strong orders. We have
followed Casella’s lying, cheating and bribing of persons in
Bethlehem, for twenty years. We fail to understand why
Casella is allowed to do business in this state. Why would
anybody who cares about the environment pick a wet land
area with lakes ponds and streams on their boundaries with
the knowledge their use of the land will eventually cause
major environmental problems and damage. Casella does lip
service, but the proof from Bethlehem is they could care
less. All they want is money period. Why on God’s green
earth would any New Hampshire resident or visitor want to
bury garbage not even created in our in our state near our
beautiful forests an lakes. We would not even agree to New
Hampshire waste being buried in this area.

217. Kayla A Danville, NH
218. Percy P MIAMI, FL
219. Thomas R Littleton, NH
220. Michelle R North haverhill, NH Enough of the garbage everywhere. The lake is important
221. Joy D Bethlehem, NH
222. Amy D Bethlehem, NH As a Bethlehem resident for over 25 years, I have fought

against this bully corporation, seen the coffers drained by
frivolous lawsuits, seen deal after deal reneged upon or
loopholed...this profit-over-people corporation needs to get
the boot.

223. Kirsty M Nottingham, gb
224. Lindsay L Dalton, NH
225. AnnMarie T Whitefield, NH I want the North Country to stay as untouched as it has been

for generations for generations to come!
226. Linda b littleton, NH we have a family camp on the lake. My father in law built a

camp in the cove across from the state park over 70 years
ago. His children grew up on the lake learning to swim, fish,
boating and just being with family and friends. Over the
years our families have multiplied. We are now on to
grandchildren and great grandchildren. If this project goes
into play I'm afraid that what we have enjoyed all these years
will end. Smell, noise and all that garbage will over time leak
into our wells and destroy forest lake. Know more swimming
boating and enjoying the beauty we all have enjoyed. Also
the value of our camps, homes will no longer be. Please do
everything we can do to prevent this from happening. Save
this wonderful lake and areas around it. Also think of the
(continues on next page)
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226. Linda b littleton, NH (continued from previous page)

health of the people , vegetation , fish and wild life. Save
forest lake. Linda ,mike,Peter, Jennifer,Colby,Tyler , Harper
and Olivia Boulay. Also grandchildren Stephen Moore,
Sarah guyette ,maya Moore. Our future.

227. Ann Marie C Whitefield, NH I reside in one of the towns.
Forest Lake is for children and their families.

228. MICHAEL S BETHLEHEM, NH
229. Marcia L Randolph, NH
230. Kalene M Barton, VT
231. Christine L Bethlehem, NH Because I live in a town nearby that Casella has duped,

been lied to. All this so Casella could make ever more money
to the detriment of the people of my town. I don't want that to
happen to Forest Lake!

232. Shannon L Northumberland, NH I care about New Hampshire and it's beauty
233. Jacob P Lee, NH
234. thomas p tewksbury, MA own home on forest lake
235. Douglas B Lancaster, NH If you have to ask this question, then you too stupid to know

the answer.
236. Leah P Hanover, NH
237. Laura F Bethlehem, NH I am opposed to a landfill near Forest Lake. This is a terrible

solution to a terrible problem. Building landfills near beautiful
lakes and rivers and destroying the serenity of the region is a
disgrace.

238. Judy R Dalton, NH I am a resident of Dalton. This landfill will change our small
town in many negative ways. Don’t turn Dalton into a
dumping ground for toxic waste.

239. Kristina B Lunenburg, VT
240. Marcy A Dalton, NH We own a family home on the lake. We are 3rd and 4th

generation residents at this address. Our grandfather was
one of the first residents at the lake. It means a lot to us to
preserve the lake for future generations to come. It is our
happy place.

241. Gina A Dalton, NH Landfill & lakes don’t mix!
242. Mona B Flovilla, GA
243. Katrina C Whitefield, NH
244. Leslie D Bethlehem, NH I LOVE Forest Lake. Swim and paddle, there often and

believe a landfill is about the last thing such a neighborhood
needs.

245. Nancy R Lancaster, NH I grew up in Whitefield and always enjoyed Forest Lake,
Burns pond and other areas. I feel that a land fill would
destroy the beauty and also polute the area. Who wants to
destroy the beauty of the area and put trash there instead. I
(continues on next page)
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245. Nancy R Lancaster, NH (continued from previous page)

want to be able to enjoy these areas and not have the smell
and health issues of garbage. There are plenty of others
areas to put your landfull. Put you landfill somewhere else
and leave the beauty of this area alone.

246. Charlene S Littleton, NH Grew up and raised my children to enjoy Forest Lake! Now I
have Grand Children and would love to share it with
them❣️

247. DONNA S LANCASTER, NH It is close to where I live
248. Debra L Whitefield, NH
249. Michaela R Bethlehem, NH
250. Frankie S Chichester, NH Originally from Whitefield. Worked next to landfill in

Bethlehem for many years. Despite assurances, landfills are
dirty, nasty, smelly and eventually leak into the ground. Plus,
there will be a constant need to make it bigger. There will be
tractor trailers there at all times of the day and night lined up
and causing havoc with our roads. It will destroy beautiful
property vital to the already depressed economic area and
will NOT enhance the area economically. Majority of waste
will be trucked in from other parts of the state as well as from
other states. Let them take care of their own garbage. Stop
trying to make northern NH a garbage pit!!!!

251. Misty C Berlin, NH
252. Marion S Dalton, NH Since 2006 Dalton has confronted the environmental threats

of a proposed drag strip, the transmission towers of
Northern Pass, and a local shooting range that, under new
management, regularly (albeit legally) disturbs the peace in
this small town. And now a landfill is proposed (by no
coincidence, on property whose owner’s plans for a
dragstrip have so far failed).
This town doesn’t have many resources, but it has its
location between the Connecticut River and the White
Mountains, it has peace and quiet, and it has Forest Lake
State Park, immediately adjacent to the site Casella has
optioned for a landfill. These few treasures must not be
sacrificed.
My extended family has lived in Bethlehem since the 1970’s,
when a local dump on the banks of the Ammonoosuc was
sold to Casella. Within several years, an enormous mountain
of trash, visible for miles, rose above the trees, and the town
stank (still stinks) of garbage every summer. This awful
stench forced closure of a lucrative garden business and
café run by my family because tourists no longer wanted to
visit the gardens, then enjoy pie and coffee on the deck
outside the café. The entire experience was nauseating.
With the closure of local mills that once underlay our region’s
economy, tourism is now pretty much all we have left. If New
(continues on next page)
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252. Marion S Dalton, NH (continued from previous page)

Hampshire allows a landfill here, we won’t even have that.
It’s time to stop even considering short-term gains over
long-term security. This region will become ever more
valuable in the future as city folks seek relief from the
pressures of urban existence. This is our limited wealth, and
it must be protected, not squandered.

253. Heidi F Whitefield, NH
254. joanna k dalton, NH
255. Helen K N Haverhill, NH We go to the lake often with y son 7 his wife who live not far

from Forest Lake. Do not want to see a beuatiful area
destroyed.

256. Allan & Nancy M Groveton, NH Important to protect and maintain the natural beauty in The
North Country, particularly when it does not even meet
landfill standards.

257. Danuta L Dalton, NH I’m signing this petition because our environment is
important to me. Our nature is already suffering from too
many pollutants. Do we want to add more toxins to our
environment? We are lucky to live in such a beautiful
country, yet people don’t respect nature. Everywhere they
go, they leave garbage behind. It’s sad that we take nature
for granted. People don’t realize that if nature goes, we’ll go
too. We cannot survive without nature.

258. Thomas R Whitefield, NH Devastating to waterways, environment and so many other
negatives.
Only Positive is toward owners of landfill's back pocket.
Keep our Beautiful Natural Environment pristine for future
generations.

259. Jon B Fenton, MO It is a beautiful lake. My sister has a house on it.
260. Rick W Whitefield, NH We need to preserve this Beautiful Location for All to enjoy,

as I have for the past 37 years and hope to for the remainder
of my years here on this planet!

261. Ellen E Lancaster, NH Conserving our beautiful state and protecting our
environment and drinking water

262. Carrie G SEDALIA, CO
263. Mandi M Brockton, MA I have family living right on this lake and I have gone here

just about every summer. It means a lot to me.
264. Alyssa T Stoneham, MA My family has a home on forest lake and has been visiting

forest lake for over 40 years! It means the world to us to
keep forest lake beautiful and safe!!

265. Matthew F Bedford, NH
266. Cathie B Goffstown, NH Lots of memories of great days with friends who live on the

lake.
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267. Joel M Nrth Little Rock, AR This is a beautiful area and does not need to be turned into a

waste management garbage can. There are oher ways for
waste management

268. Shannon D Spring Hill, FL This place is a spot for peace and serenity for both humans
and wildlife..... why would you want to ever change that!?

269. Lorraine K Auburn, NH After spending childhood vacations on this beautiful,
peaceful lake my husband and I built our vacation home on
Forest Lake in 1988 for our children, grandchildren and
future generations to enjoy as much we did. A landfill would
turn the surrounding areas into a huge septic system that will
ultimately destroy the water quality and wildlife.

270. Jenna G Dalton, NH Forest lake is our home away from home, this landfill would
ruin it

271. Carolyn S Las Vegas, NV
272. Rebecca W Unionville, CT Once again big corporation takes over & changes the

natural environment it builds in. There doesn’t seem to be
any respect to the people,town,water & land.

273. Jon W Dalton, NH What a terrible idea
274. BobbyKat L KANKAKEE, IL
275. Marsha L Whitefield, NH
276. Kate L Whitefield, NH
277. Tim C Whitefield, NH I have owned and loved my property on Forest Lake. News

of a landfill nearby is devastating!
278. Crystal H Littleton, NH I go swimming here and a landfill will destroy this beautiful

place and places around it
279. Ian H LANCASTER, NH Forest lake isn't just important to dalton. Both whitefield,

lancaster, and littleton residents live nearby and enjoy
visiting forest lake.

280. Charles D Whitefield, NH
281. Patricia O Waltham, MA Our family has come to this area for over 30 yrs every

summer.It is a beautiful region and would be gravely
harmed&damaged by the purposed landfill.

282. Joseph S Whitefield, NH I would not like the area I live in to have its beauty destroyed
with horrible waste that not only looks disgusting but as a
foul odor as well!

283. John B NORTH LAS VEGAS,
NV

284. Joann H PALM COAST, FL
285. Paige W Lancaster, NH I grew up going to Forest Lake with my friends and family.

Building a landfill anywhere near it would impair the water
quality, wildlife habitat and overall natural beauty of NH. In a
world where we are constantly degrading our home, Casella
should take a different route and build a recycling & compost
(continues on next page)
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285. Paige W Lancaster, NH (continued from previous page)

facility to manage our waste more appropriately - rather than
letting it all rot in a ditch and release GHGs

286. Danielle M Hardwick, VT This is very impotant to me and the future i leave my kids
and there kids and theres. We are killing our planet and if we
keep poluting it with all of this unesesary trash and other
things i can almost garentee withing the next 30 years it
wont be habitable.

287. Sayre W Ithaca, NY I grew up swimming in Forest Lake. We need better
composting and recycling regulations- NOT more landfills!!

288. Finn G Batavia, OH
289. Saundra S Bethlehem, NH Because we should care about the earth ya goons.
290. Kamran K London, gb
291. Richard G Campton, NH
292. Jennifer M Campton, NH I care about our environment!!!:D
293. Laurie S Dalton, NH
294. Tammy A Lunenburg, VT I've spent the last 22 years going to Forrest Lake with my

family. Now I have grandchildren, we continue the tradition
of family events and fun weekends there. Please save the
lake.

295. Victoria S Exeter, gb
296. Nicole S North Miami, FL I grew up in Littleton and respect nature.
297. chris w whitefield, NH
298. Brianna S Twin Mountain, NH
299. Tori E Littleton, NH
300. Marc S Littleton, NH We moved to Littleton 4 years ago to get away from polluted

waters of southern New York. We go to Forrest lake all the
time as well.

301. Gabriella H Bethlehem, NH Local residents and visitors are not in support of this
proposal and we are eager to hear that the state of New
Hampshire supports and protects the clean air and water
that is the hallmark of our beautiful state.

302. Rory M Boca raton, FL
303. Carole S WHITEFIELD, NH We don't need a landfill next to out Lake that provides

drinking water for the town of Whitefield.
304. Beverly H PFLUGERVILLE, TX
305. Emily K Bodmin, gb
306. Jason D Franconia, NH My family and friends used to swim there in the 90's. We

need to be more conscious of the things we buy and ask "do
i really need this"?

307. Diana C Ft Lauderdale, FL I have a home in Jefferson, NH. Forest Lake is a beautiful
resource for the community that our whole family enjoys.
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308. jason P whitefield, NH I fish that lake. It has a great town beach which I use all

summer. Why ruin a resource so valuable to the "forgotten
North Country".

309. Raymond D Gorham, NH
310. Colleen B Littleton, NH
311. Cheryl W Dover, DE This is my home town that I grew up in and plan on retiring

there in a few years. My husband serve 26 years in the
USAF and I miss Dalton.

312. Robin F Lancaster, NH It is one of my fondest memories growing up in Whitefield.
Swimming at Forest lake.

313. Derek T Groveton, NH I’ve been coming to Forest lake for years. My papa lives on
the lake, Great fishing experience an don’t want another
landfill to benefit those with deep pockets and full of greed. 
“Money is materialistic”, therefore if your going to use it. Use
it to make the world a better place for those future
generations.
Casella wants landfills, bribing landowners.
Look at the impact it did on the streams and rivers in
Bethlehem. They created an artificial mountain that’ll cave in
one day an spread the trash around back into the woods
without any containment. 
So let’s prevent another wasteland from being built.
SAY NO TO CASELLA!!!

314. Dyllan D Chichester, NH
315. Svetlana T Plymouth, gb
316. Kelsey J FITCHBURG, MA We recently have been taking our family vacation to Forest

Lake and would hate to see it go for a cause that seems
damaging to the nature and lives of so many!

318. Richard A Whitefield, NH Pollution people come here to get away from it
319. Don C Littleton, NH
320. Frank H Dalton, NH
321. DANIELLE C PRINCE

FREDERICK, MD
We are Millennials who work to the bone, and appreciate the
option to vacation in the peace and solitude of the North
Country. The beaches were for our high school and college
years, and our jobs hold us hostage in the city. Renting
properties for winter & summer vacations with friends is a
given, and the more we go, the more we know we want to
invest in our future there. Current use tax incentives are
incredibly attractive as we try to find a long-term investment
to diversify our portfolios. Especially now that we know
Northern Pass isn't a threat. Keep these landfills OUT, so
that we can invest in the area financially! We come from out
of state regularly, and are a big part of what makes the North
Country's tourism-based economy successful. Don't push us
away.
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322. John O Dalton, NH It’s not just Foest Lake. This site would also impact the

Connecticut and Ammonusac rivers as
323. Kathleen G Bethlehem,, NH
324. Anne S Howard Beach, NY This country is quickly losing nature. It is a sin.
325. Rodney H LITTLETON, NH
326. bethany l Twin Mountain, NH
327. George H Middletown, CT For the reason we have visited the area of NH for the past

40 years, to get away from the hustle and bustle of home
and enjoy the natural resources the area has to offer.

328. Chantal B Hasselt, be
329. Renee B Bethlehem, NH This lake is a precious treasure. I have been coming here for

years with my children, at all times of the year. I have lived in
many places across the Continent, and all over New
England and New York, and know that there are fewer and
fewer natural gems like Forest Lake --we desperately need
to protect such places from contamination and
commercialism. Though I stay with family locally in the
summer, I now live most of the year in Western Canada, but
return here annually, trekking to the Lake almost religiously.
It is literally my favourite place to go to connect with nature,
New Hampshire, history, and something deeper and 'greater
than'. Please preserve this for future generations. Our
options on this Earth are shrinking --let's preserve these
small, rare places we can call a bit of Paradise. Our children
deserve it.

330. Maple O Durham, NC My daughter and granddaughter live there, plus I raised
them here in NH and we all need to take care of our own
garbage (NOT USE so much crap to throw out!) like Mass.
can keep theirs there!

332. Leon A Sugar Hill, NH No more polution, build a energy generation plant in VT
where the Profits for Casella go.

333. Dana N Sanbornton, NH
334. Brenda L Monroe, NH
335. Judith E Whitefield, NH The ecosystem around this area CANNOT withstand a

landfill which WILL leak, WILL pollute, WILL hurt the lion
population, the owls, the community who fish and enjoy this
place!

336. Ulrike K Medford, MA I go to forest lake every year. It is my refuge. I love the loons
there and the clean water. Please don't destroy the clean
water by having a landfill there next to it. Thank you.

337. Denis K Medford, MA going there every year. pls don't destroy the water quality
and the health of the environment and the people who live
there.

338. Elizabeth M Carroll, NH
339. Gail B Hudson, NH
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340. Christine L Campton, um Lakes need not be polluted
341. Carisa G Cavendish, VT I grew up in this area and agree with the sentiments set forth

in this petition.
342. Kevin L North Stratford, NH Love going here, so peaceful
343. Melissa H Peterborough, NH
344. Emily T Whitefield, NH This landfill would have a negative impact on all residents of

Whitefield.
345. Mark T Whitefield, NH Just moved to the north country to escape the noise, clutter

and trash...now this
346. Marsha R Portsmouth, NH Keep NH North Country pristine!
347. Star S Somersworth, NH since i'm not evil or stupid i know that the environment,

especially water must be protected to save humanity from
suffering and extinction.

348. Chris T Easton, MA
349. Brianna L Concord, NH The landfill would near destroy the ecosystem and fresh air.

It would bring serious health concerns to the residents.
350. Lindsey N Milford, MA I have spent summers kayaking on forest lake. It qould be a

shane to see this area ruined.
351. Wayne R Littleton, NH Having owned property on Forest Lake in the past, I know

important it is to keep from being contaminated.
352. Alana H Hopkins, MN
353. Joseph O Whitefield, NH This is important to me that the landfill not be developed

because I live in Whitefield and I don't want to let traffic
going for my town.

354. Nancy O South Burlington, VT We spent vacations on Forest Lake for many years. It is a
gem, and it is our civic duty to protect its waters and the
surrounding watershed. There are other solutions to our
species growing trash problem, which of course begins with
changing our consumption and buying habits. But please,
don’t contaminate this very special place!

355. Joseph W LAKE ELMO, MN
356. Heidi S Biddeford, ME
357. Gregory M Carroll, NH North country’s natural beauty shouldn’t be trashed by

another dump.
358. Alana H Hopkins, MN
359. Erik J Dalton, NH The fact that NH representatives are sponsoring a bill which

would prohibit landfills within 1 mile of a state park is a sad
reminder that sometimes we need to legislate common
sense. Casella is attempting to capitalize on the rural/quiet
nature of Dalton and its residents by installing a 280 acre
with possibility to expand to 1000 acres and damage the
Whitefield/Littleton/Dalton area forever. Stop this madness.
Casella needs to enact Plan B, which is choose a better
location.
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360. Deborah B Lancaster, NH Because no landfill should ever be near a lake or stream.

Also Casella is not stewards of the land they buy manipulate
their way in and destroy the land for profit. Their main goal is
money. Forest lake is a pristine place we need to preserve it
for generations to come so they can enjoy the beauty also. It
would be nice if there was a place to camp by the lake for all
to enjoy.

361. Chris C Belford, NJ
362. Richard H Colebrook, NH Family has property on Forest Lake. Want to maintain its

integrity!
363. Jakob B Twin Falls, ID I consider Littleton, NH to be my second home. It's a

beautiful part of the world and people need to stop filling up
landfills. Heck with garbage, and keep NH beautiful!

364. Bree H HAWTHORNE, CA
365. Janice M Littleton, NH
366. Tyler R Bethlehem, NH
367. Yael S Jerusalem, il
368. Robert R Clarksville, NH Poison water kills...
369. Stephanie B Manchester, NH
370. Chinanan K Toronto, ca
371. Benja B Kuala Lumpur, my
372. Aaron O Liberty Township, OH Don't make another garbage landfill, that's bad.
373. Leon & Sharon G Whitefield, NH We wish to preserve both Forest & Burns Lakes as well as

the property in the area.
374. Robert R Hamilton, ca
375. Elissa J REHOBOTH BEACH,

DE
376. Heather B Bristol, CT We share a family cabin on Forrest lake. Many of my

children’s fondest memories have taken place here. We
hope to be able to enjoy our happy place every year for
many years to come

377. Tj F North port, FL Environmental protection!
378. Neal & Diane B Whitefield, NH Bad for our region we don’t need everyone’s rubbish from

other regions
379. Savanna C Draper, UT
380. Dana Charles H Indian Trail, NC I grew up in Whitefield and spent many summers at the lake.

I remember the raft that was a favorite destination for all of
us. 
The northern area of New Hampshire is one of the few spots
on the country that remain unspoiled. It needs to remain that
way and a landfill is a bad idea. Forest Lake is a treasure
and shouldn’t be spoiled by a environmental hazard such as
(continues on next page)
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380. Dana Charles H Indian Trail, NC (continued from previous page)

a landfill. There are plenty of other places to locate such a
place that would not affect a pristine lake. I have lived all
over the country and seen quaint towns and small
cities forever changed by over development and bad
decisions. SAVE FOREST LAKE !

381. Sondra M Lancaster, CA
382. Kathryn I Gulfport, MS
383. mackenzie u whitefield, NH Love the land!
384. Marina B Lexington, MA Forest Lake is a beautiful natural resource which should be

saved.
385. Bethany T Bethlehem, NH This is my home and would connect to my land. I do not

want the waste field here!
386. Nicole R Malden, MA
387. Christopher H Melrose, MA I grew up on this beautiful lake. It’s the most beautiful lake in

all of New Hampshire in my opinion and this landfill will ruin it
388. Zachary H North Reading, MA
389. Timothy R Charles town, WV I am thinking of relocating to New Hampshire to get away

from pollution in West Virginia. I’m not moving to a place that
turns your beauty into a dump. I’ll take my federal retirement
somewhere else.

390. Ariana M bristol, CT I lived close to where all this nastiness would take place...
and destroying the beautiful wonders of the area with other
states nasty trash is ridiculous. We dont need more jobs we
need the business and beautiful landscape to keep people
coming here.
Why do we need to take on other states trash!?

391. Laurene A Merrimack, NH We must protect and preserve our environment at all costs
as contamination from landfills are significant threats to our
groundwater, surface water, soil and even air quality. Our
food chain is being damaged by toxic chemicals such as
PFAS and we need to not add to the problem!

392. Talia O Wakefield, MA My family lives here and this would completely ruin this
beautiful area

393. Natalie H Adelaide, au
394. Jessica B Salem, NH
395. bert c hanahan, SC
396. December R Whitefield, NH
397. Vicki H Whitefield, NH New Hampshire depends on our landscape for survival.

Destroying our heritage with pollution is reprehensible.
398. Jay P Lisbon, NH Why are the scenic White Mountains of NH a dumping

ground? There can be NO good answer.
399. Vickie K Littleton, NH
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400. Janet D Dalton, NH

401. Colleen R Matawan, NJ
402. Trudy A EXETER, NH
403. Kristen H Whitefield, NH
404. Sam H Lyman, NH

405. Katrina P Dalton, NH

406. lanna g Camilla, GA
407. Jennifer G Camilla, GA

408. Nancy M Merrimack, NH
409. Nicole S North Miami, FL
410. Robert A Littleton, NH
411. Kim D Littleton, NH
412. nick r manchester, gb
413. Denise S Mansfield, MA
414. Ann G Lancaster, NH

415. Jeanne R Whitefield, NH

416. Linda D Plymouth, NH

Comments
We have owned property on Forest Lake since 1983. My 
grandparents had one of the first camps on the lake, which 
is still there. Our family loves spending time at the lake, and 
do not want a landfill built right behind us. The detrimental 
consequences to the north country are irreversible.
Home in Littleton
We need to preserve this land!

It is very important to protect our forests, rivers, streams, 
and wildlife from this destruction. Thiswaste disposal will 
threaten so many different habitats. It is time to put a stop to 
dumping trash in our beautiful North Country!
Forest lake holds so many childhood memories for my family 
and I. And now that I have young children of my own, I’d like 
to continue taking them there without fear of pollution. 
Besides, we just built our home on Faraway road. About 8 
minutes from the lake. We are concerned about property 
value if a landfill were to come to town.

I grew up in the white mountains, I bring my family there 
almost every year.

It’s near the source of precious clean water.

Our family camp has used lake water for over 70 years!
There is NO planet B. New Hampshire is my home. I support 
businesses that respect my home and our planet. Casella is 
not one of them.
Putting an unnecessary landfill at this location is absurd. My 
well draws off this watershed. The town of Whitefield has 
two town wells located in this watershed. This area is a 
refuge for many species of wildlife that are dependent on the 
habitat and the water.
All landfills leak. A landfill will pollute this watershed forever. 
It should be a no- brainer that putting a landfill here is a 
ludicrous proposal.
There’s no going back once a decision is made. We’ve seen 
it time and time again. Dumps leak, leach, compromise, 
contaminate and, ultimately, destroy everything in their 
surround. The Forest Lake area should not even be 
considered as a viable spot for a Casella dump location. 
Period!
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417. Kaela L Francestown, NH
418. Mark K Nashua, NH I am sensible and can see idiocy that a business can profit

from as idiocy, all the same. 
What the heck is Casella Waste Systems thinking? Oh,
right, “Ching Ching in a cash register far away.”

419. Teresa P Whitefield, NH
420. William J Dover, NH
421. Miriam C Dalton, NH Because I live on Forest Lake, and the landfill is trying to buy

land 1/4 of a mile from Forest Lake, and the traffic will be a
nightmare, as well as the smell from the landfill. So I am in
favor of a law that says no land landfill can go within 2 miles
of any state or national parks.

422. Nicole F Litchfield, NH
423. Laura L Temple, NH
424. Eileen S Dalton, NH
425. Michaela S Brighton, MA
426. Theresa S Brighton, MA
427. Kelsie F Brighton, MA
428. Julie O BOSTON, MA
429. Taryn M Chestnut Hill, MA
430. Benjamin E Brighton, MA
431. Matthew F Dalton, NH
432. Andrew T Littleton, NH The construction of a new landfill will be detrimental to to the

wildlife and aquatic natural resources. A second landfill will
result in a disproportionate amount of out of state waste for
the area. This landfill will negatively impact people\'s way of
life and property values over multiple towns.

433. Anne-Marie F Merrimack, NH I have fond memories of gatherings at this beautiful lake.
Family owns property nearby that enjoys the beauty and
recreational aspects of the lake.

434. Alison C Bethlehem, NH Forest Lake, and the views from it, needs to stay the pristine
way it is. It sickens me to think of a landfill forevering marring
it\'s beauty.

435. Peggy D Bethlehem, NH Because we don’t need a landfill near our beautiful lake and
state park. We don’t need more out of state trash. We do t
need the environmental impacts that this will cause.

436. Shaun T Lisbon, NH It is extremely important to me to preserve the beauty of this
lake and the entire area around it. I am not anti-landfill, I just
feel strongly that this is a terrible mistake to put one here,
specifically. I am very familiar with this location and the exact
proposed site. I believe it will be a devastating scar on the
landscape and a very real risk of pollution in the watershed
itself. Please do not allow this.
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437. Crystal B WoodsvilleWoodsville,

NH
Been going there since I was a kid! I’m almost 40 and DO
NOT want to see it become a landfill. SAVE FOREST LAKE

438. Stephen W Whitefield, NH
439. Brandon D Chestnut hill, MA
440. Brian L Dalton, NH The possibliyy or making Forest Lake polluted.
441. Zach J Littleton, NH I support municipal trash but not regional trash dumps that

land in my back yard!
442. Scott B Alexandria, VA I am a property owner and taxpayer in Dalton whose family

has had property on Forest Lake for 119 years.
443. Susan Z Concord, NH
444. Ron R Dalton, NH
445. Susan N Sheffield, VT Forest lake is where I brought my children growing up. I

have also brought my grandson there. I still go there even
though I’ve moved away. It’s a beautiful, peaceful place to
picnic.The park is beautiful and needs to stay that way.
The rivers and lakes also need to remain pure and clean.
Please please please don’t let the landfill go there. They
come from Vermont so let them put it on their own property.
��

446. Stan F Farmington, NH Environmental issues are always very important to me, as
they should be for everyone. We only have one planet that is
habitable. If we don\'t stop wasting resources and destroying
the planet, we won\'t have any planets to life on.

447. Lori W Lyman, NH We need to keep our waters and lands clean!
448. Mary C Littleton, NH No landfill near state parks!
449. Daniel W Whitefield, NH
450. Naomi H Dalton, NH Why would anyone put a landfill right next to a state park?

This is not a good use of our natural resources.
451. Edward Q Manchester, NH
452. Noah E Whitefield, NH Community Health
453. Taylor K Littleton, NH Water
454. Maureen J Unionville, CT It’s an area I frequently visit. Have family there.
455. Chelsea M Easton, NH
456. Daniel W Bethlehem, NH I want to keep trash the was created far away out of our local

area.
457. Jeremy B Saint Johnsbury, VT
458. emily m Bethlehem, NH
459. Stephen M Unionville, CT I have family and friends in Bethlehem, NH., and visit often,

so this possibility of a landfill expansion and new location is
very disturbing to all of us.
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460. Bill A Whitefield, NH It doesn\'t make sense to locate a landfill next to a lake and

adjacent to a State Park. Nor does it make sense to locate
the landfill in a watershed that provides drinking water to
communities downstream. This landfill has the potential of
destroying the environment in and around Forest Lake for
generations to come. What are they thinking!

461. Mary H Dover, DE Forest Lake hold many memories for me and when I bring
my kids to visit their grandparents its still a place to make
new memories

462. Katelyn C CAMPTON, NH
463. Miranda C Saint Johnsbury, VT Forest lake has been a piece of my personal history for as

long as I can remember. Time and time again I\'ve watched
as it has been shut down due to some form of pollution or
another. It is not just or fair for the casella landfill to, once
again, poison our beautiful lake.

464. Catherine B Sunapee, NH
465. Carlos C Laconia, NH
466. M K Shelby two., MI
467. Carol B Littleton, NH Its horrible that anyone could be seriously consider putting a

landfill at a state park/lake area. We have to keep the scenic
area unspoiled. The land, lake has to be saved. Don\'t
destroy a beautiful natural area.

468. Jackie R Alexandria, VA
469. Lori B Ashland, NH
470. Melanie B Lunenburg, VT We need to stop polluting our earth.
471. Kelly G Belhaven, NC I lived in Bethlehem and then Lisbon for 30 years. My son

and I spent many summers there while he was growing up.
Bethlehem already has a huge landfill that threatens the
water supply; please don’t allow it to extend into the lakes
and ponds!

472. Steven W Kelseyville, CA
473. Surfrider

Foundation N
Portsmouth, NH As an ally in the work to stop the pollution of our resources

(in our case water) and to keep access open for all to enjoy,
we support this effort.

474. Laurie B Franconia, NH Siting a landfill so close to a state park and lake makes zero
sense. NH needs to have an updated plan for waste
management versus continuing to grant expansions and
new sites for landfills.

475. Annie L Dalton, NH My home is located within a half mile of the proposed site, I
have a 250 foot artesian well on my property. Any
contaminants would come from that site. The state park is
1/2 mile away as well... Don\'t DUMP on us !!
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476. Susan B Albertson, NY It would be reckless, irresponsible and truly and cause

irreplaceble negligent of every decency to allow this awful
project to proceed, given the fact that it would cause
irreversible damage at so many levels, including to the
health and welfare of all who live in this pristine area. There
are certainly alternatives to this destructive project. The
greed and fortune of the seller and waste management
company should not be allowed to ruin our lovely and
pristine area.

477. Nona S Rindge, NH I grew up in Littleton, NH. Forest Lake was a pristine and
lovely place for our family picnics and for swimming. Also,
the Ammonusic River flowed through Littleton. If there is a
garbage dump that will affect the water in that area ... it is
unacceptable. Who would be delirious enough to do such a
thing?

478. Elizabeth W North palm beach, FL
479. Alicia C H Sugar Hill., NH I have family living on the Lake. It is a very important place to

me.
480. Carrie C Dunbarton, NH
481. Marybeth R Whitefield, NH Local land and homeowner who would be directly affected

with any truck traffic or environmental damage. Our land and
home value would drop dramatically. 
This is a terrible plan for our north county lands.

482. Cliff C Bristol, CT Don\'t want to see my favorite vacation spot ruined with
trash the odors , traffic, etc., that comes with that.

483. Colles S Yarmouth, ME This is no site for a massive landfill. It\'s a small community
blessed with beautiful setting and vital natural habitat. The
only beneficiaries of this project would be Casella and
NCES, neither of which have the region\'s best interest in
mind. No to Casella!

484. Richard C Berlin, CT
485. Gail K Bath, NH We need to preserve our lakes and rivers and stop the

spread of the dump tentacles.
486. Nancy S Littleton, NH A landfill would destroy the natural beauty of the Forest Lake

area and create a hazardous situation for the many people
who enjoy Forest Lake State Park.

487. John B Dalton, NH
488. James Z Southington, CT My family and friends have stayed on Forest Lake for the

past 25 years. It’s beauty, serenity have provided the
backdrop for why we’ve been back for a quarter of a century.
And Forest Lake is a microcosm for the great state of New
Hampshire and why we return as often as possible. If Forest
Lake area is compromised it opens a door for what
wonderful area of New Hampshire is next.

489. Eryka L Bethlehem, NH We don’t need an unwanted and unneeded landfill in our
backyard.
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490. David W Whitefield, NH
491. Stephen C Mount Hope, AL Enjoyed many days at this lake as a kid. Would hate to see it

spoiled by a landfill so close.
492. Debra S Littleton, NH
493. Katherine S Lee, NH NH’s north country, with our lakes and mountains relies on

our environment for its tourist industry and recreation, but
also for water consumption through environmental
preservation. We need to keep sustainable resources
available for the residents, as well as the natural beauty that
drives and sustains the tourist and recreation industry for
economic health for our locals and our state.

494. Mary Beth M Ashburn, VA We visit friends there often and think you can find a better
place not close to the residential area

495. Kathleen S Littleton, NH It\'s important to preserve scenic beauty, recreation sites,
and water quality in the North Country. Littleton works hard
to recycle and reduce solid waste; let\'s continue to keep our
own backyard clean.

496. Kimberly H Littleton, NH
497. Sarah A West Burke, VT
498. Karen E Greenland, NH You need another plan.
499. Evan T St. Johnsbury, VT
500. Jeff B Danville, NH Let’s not let these mega corporations come in and start

destroying “our” beautiful lands and waterways in this state.
This project will benefit only Casella. I say no to corporate
greed and the destruction of these lands.

501. Sam M Bradford, VT We are learning about this in Environmental Studies and
their are numerous ways that this can be avoided

502. Richard M Manchester, NH Keeping the NH Advantage, protect our environment.
503. Elaine H Waynesville, NC
504. Jean C Whitefield, NH Live on Burns Lake
505. Kaleigh J Whitefield, NH To protect our lakes, wild life and quality of life.
506. Cindy G Rio Rancho, NM
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